NetNumber Security Expert to Advise on Protecting Carrier
Signaling Networks in Layer123 Webinar
LOWELL, Mass. — Dec. 14, 2017
WHO:
Pieter Veenstra, NetNumber senior manager, Product Development for Security and
Routing, will deliver a presentation on signaling security as part of the Layer123 Network
Transformation Awards webinar series. Mr. Veenstra is a recognized signaling security
expert with a 30-year background as a network and enterprise architect at KPN. He
serves as the current chairman of the SIGFW working group for the development of SS7
and Diameter signaling firewall guidelines in the GSMA Fraud and Security Working
Group.
WHEN:
Layer123 will host the webinar featuring Mr. Veenstra on Tuesday, December 19, 2017
at 8:00 am PT/11:00 am ET/16:00 CET.
WHERE:
Register for the live webinar and Q&A or to view the on-demand recording at a later date
at https://www.layer123.com/the-winners
WHAT:
Signaling security is a critical concern for operators today. The threats have become
more complex, and facilitate manipulations of SS7 and Diameter networks for banking
fraud, authentication theft, location tracking, eavesdropping and denial of services
attacks.
NetNumber TITAN was awarded the “Best New Security Solution” at SDN NFV World
Congress in October 2017. During this webinar, Mr. Veenstra will examine the changing
threat landscape facing carriers today and discuss how the NetNumber Signaling Firewall
addresses these critical security challenges. Time permitting, he will also take questions
live from the audience.
###
About NetNumber
NetNumber, Inc. brings more than 17 years of experience delivering innovative signaling control
solutions that enable carriers to accelerate implementation of new services across multiple
generations of networks, while dramatically simplifying the core network and reducing operating
costs. Today, we are the leading provider of Centralized Signaling and Routing Control (CSRC)
solutions to the global communications industry. Visit www.netnumber.com for more
information. Connect with us on Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ and Facebook.

About Network Transformation Awards (NetTA)
In its first year, the Network Transformations Awards, part of this year’s SDN NFV World
Congress, highlights the industry’s most innovative people and companies by recognising their
most significant achievements in accelerating Network Transformation over the last 12 months.
The shortlist and winners were selected using a transparent and robust process determined by an
independent judging panel that were invited from SDN NFV Congress Analyst Partners and was
designed to make selection with the highest credibility and integrity.
For more information, please visit www.layer123.com/awards
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